
WCA Flush Kits
Freedom & Liberty

Standard Flush Kits
Global, Axxis, Tufway, Maxim 3000, Aspen, and High Rise

Hand Flush | Recirculating
The Western re-circulating flushing system is a quick 
and easy flushing upgrade to Satellite’s wheelchair 
accessible restrooms. Satellite’s re-circulating filter  
system prevents waste from being pumped back 
through the bowl. Leaving it looking fresh and clean 
after each use. The western hand flush pump system 
fits both the 35 gallon and 68-gallon waste tanks.

Hand Flush | Fresh Flush
If you are looking at making your Liberty restroom 
more family friendly, then the Western Fresh Flush is 
a great upgrade for you. The western hand flush pump 
system easily attaches to the freshwater tank on the 
Pro-22 handwash sink giving your customers a full day 
service for both handwashing and flushing.

Flapper Bowl
This unique flush system features a plastic flapper bowl 
that hides waste from view and seals tight to reduce 
odor. Retrofit any of Satellite’s standard units and some 
specialty units into a flushing unit with the versatile 
flapper bowl. Flapper bowls can be installed as a fresh 
flush if the Pro-22 sink is included or recirculating flush 
system if no sink is present. The flapper bowl flush 
system is available with a hand or foot pump option.

*Flapper bowl does not fit Axxis or Aspen portable
restrooms. Foot Flush option is not available on High 
Rise portable restroom.

Western Bowl
The Western re-circulating flushing system is a popular 
option for customers since it can be installed quickly 
to easily upgrade any of Satellite’s standard, wheelchair 
accessible and many other portable restrooms into 
a flushing unit. Satellite’s re-circulating filter system 
prevents waste from being pumped back through the 
bowl. Leaving it looking fresh and clean after each use. 
The western bowl flush system is available with a hand 
or foot pump option.

*Foot Flush option is not available on HighRise 
portable restroom.

Flip Top Tank
Satellite’s Flip Top tank has a powerful nozzle flushing 
system. This unique system is operated by a low-
maintenance hand pump installed on the waste tank 
deck or foot pump installed into the plastic rotomolded 
skid. Using fresh water from the Pro-22 sink to flush 
the waste, each user gets that at-home experience in a 
portable restroom. 

*This tank fits Satellite’s Axxis and Vantage rotomolded 
base portable restrooms.
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